
Constellations Project Grading Rubric 

Project Name _________________ Partner Names _____________________________Period _______ 

 

1. Title your PowerPoint with the following. Possible Earned 

Name of the Constellation (such as Cancer the Crab) 5  

2. History/Mythology   

Give a brief history of the mythology/history/discovery 10  

Include at least two different cultural stories associated with it. 

Summarize them in your own words (not cut and paste) 10  

3. Constellation Properties/Description:  Include the following in your 

description of the constellation:    

Dates and times when best viewed in Pennsylvania/Northern Hem.  5  

When does the sun pass through this constellation 5  

Name the constellations that border/surround 5  

How many stars are included in the boundary; how many main stars? 5  

Name the asterism(s) is found in this constellation (if any)? 5  

Other interesting information (extra credit) (5)  

        

4. Stars – List at least the 5 brightest stars and their properties: (use a chart 
to display this information); also show where they are found in the 

constellation. 5  

Shows at least 5 stars and their location  10  

Absolute/Apparent Magnitude given 10  

Right Ascension and Declination 10  

Color/Temperature 10  

   

5. H-R Diagram – Show where each of the stars fit in the HR chart.  

(Superimpose each star on to the HR chart.) 10  

   

6. Deep Sky Objects: Minimum of 3 deep sky objects ;  Include:   

 Images 15  

 Location in the constellation 15  

 Information for each object 15  

   

7. Scale Model of the constellation    

                         Shows creativity and effort 5  

At one end, the constellation shown on the box 5  

Floor/or side of box shows a scale of light years 5  

Accurately Place major stars to indicate light years. 10  

Extra Credit if you represent stars in correct color and size in the 

model. (5)  

Other Required Information   

Include as many pictures as appropriate for each topic below. 5  

Present the material in a logical, readable, professional order. (Don’t 

use lots of different colors and fonts.) 10  

Keep track of your sources (as you work on the project, put the url of 

each site on the last slide) 5  

Presentation/work is shared by both partners 10  

Late   

Total 200  



 


